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GLPC 22/19-Paper-lI
HISTORY (Paper - 1)

3rfrha s:200

&Time Allowed: Three Hours]

[Maximum Marks: 200

SpecificInstructions: (1) There are total eight questions in two Sections,
printed both in Hindi and English.

(ii) Answer five questions, selecting atleast two
questions from each Section.
(ii) Marks are given against each of the question.
(iv) All questions carry equal marks.
TUS

/SECTION -A
15

Give a comparative assessment of the importance of battles of Plassey

and Buxar. Which do you think is more important from political point

ofview?
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"Clive established British rule iñ
India, Warren Hastings organised it
and Wellesley, by
extending it, made it a Supreme power in India.veriiy
this statement.
10
Bentinck n e v e r forgot that
thiS.
of the ruled." Elaborate

Lord William
benevolence
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Give your views on Lord Dalhousie as an administrator. How far was
he responsible for the Revolt of 1857 ?

"1857

(b)
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Elucidate.
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been the nature of the Revolt of
to challenge to the powerful British
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1857, it

soon

Supremacy"
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To

what extent did the

19t Century contributed
HTa

T

socio-religious

to

the

reform movements of

liberation of women?

?

What were the causes
Was its effect
on the

15

of decline

of

cottage industries in
Indian economy ?

what extent

the

were

contemporary

the

wa

socio-religious movements a protest agalnst
social
structure?

Analyse the importance of Home Rule
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Wh.at wete the main cUses of tne amines in the 19t" and 20th centuries

Jnd what ettorts were m.aie by tihe ruling class to prevent them?

Analyse the cvolution of constitutional structure under the colonial rule

10
tow r

i1m.in Ciandhian movements were successtul in reaching their

gOals Comment.
TU /SECTION B

15
Critcaly

outline the various

interpretations of nation

and nationalism

15

Discuss the various critiques of enlightennment thinking
10

Ev.aluate the role

of Frederick the Great

as a

maker of modern

Prussla
15

The year of 1848

Was a

year

of miracles.

Examine the truth ot

this

statement

hrow

15

ligtht on the role of Jesuits in countering the

(c) 1949 iH

Protestant Movement.
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Throw iglht on the Chinese Revolution of 1949.
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thateraliskinterpretatin tf htty presreG

an

Versailles waso

Carr, critically discuss

account

tated

t

was

not the

of the World-v
world pr

League

failed. In this context,
of Nations.

treaty. in view tf
treaty of Versailles

1
tin

atenert

10

le econormit depression
ics?

How did it affect the

it

Payer 4

zfa uz, Anfan uf-a ái

"The treaty of

Give

22/19

of

1929 1932

of

Nations but the Nations of the League that
analyse the causes of the failure of the League

15
What do you know about Fascis.m and Nazism? How far did these two

ideologiesinfluenced the Second World War
10

Out

t h e events which led for the end of Cold War. What was its

impact on international
politics

?
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